
Markers of Those Who are Maturing in this New Era of the Kingdom

We have been told by our King that we are entering a new era in the Kingdom on Earth.1 This will be a
time of rapid maturity of sons as we begin to operate as Jesus of Nazareth did. It will also be a time when
sons will display their glory2 and the ‘restoration of all things’ will progress rapidly. It is a time for our
metamorphosis, transforming us3 into the sons that Father has been desiring for 2 millennia.4

To get an idea how we will change from what a Christian is like today, here are some markers that Gil 
Hodges believes we will see.5 Those who a maturing will:

1. Walk in the realm of Heaven

2. Be changed by being in Father’s presence

3. Love well

4. Be unafraid

5. Not be offended

6. Be incorruptible (That’s because they are replete as the King satisfies all their needs)

7. Not allow themselves to be condemned by others or themselves

8. Be light to the those around them

9. Operate like Jesus did (In love power and authority)

10. Connect with nature and the elements (Like Jesus did)

11. Honour others

12. Operate using the 3 plumb lines

13. Understand that those who go with them are in the process of maturing (i.e. are not yet mature)

14. Pour back into others and into the Earth/nature

15. Make themselves open and vulnerable where appropriate

16. Live in the extravagant love of the Trinity
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